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Номер X A B C D E F G H I J K кг
CSS 40 (мини) 80 330 50 62 90 88 98 132 38 76 41 17

CSS

Прочие компоненты
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Компактное и легкое решение для снятия формы с пресса

*

CSS
Central safety shackle for dispose on press

REF W L L X mini A B C D E F G H I J K
To

CSS 32,25 40 80 330 50 62 90 88 98 132 38 76 41

4 A compact, lightweight solution for removing the mold from the press 
4 Allows a closed mold to be raised that may weigh up to 32 tons
4 High tensile

Class > 8 

General recommendations for use

- To determine the strain per hooking point, we would advise 
as follows:

a)where the lift is by means of a sling terminating in a hook, 2 
diagonally opposed points take all the weight.

b) when the load is lifted vertically, the 2 highest 
points take all the weight.

c) make allowance for the centre of gravity.
- choose the appropriate WLL ring for the strain per hooking 

point.
- when mounting in low resistance material, compensate with 

a larger size.

- the mounting points on loads are de�ned in the table 
corresponding to the selected ring type, two main cases:
- screw/butt rings for �xing directly onto the face of the load 

enable interchangeability on most loads.
- centring/screw/butt rings: + C, the centring housing on 

the tooling is mandatory, generally use of these rings 
will be de�ned at the tooling design stage, with the 
rings a permanent �xture, the aim being to optimize axial 
resistance when lifting at 90°.

Assembly
With the �xing bolt locked to the recommended tightening 
torque, the ring’s suspension face must be placed �rmly against 
the load, enabling the ring or eye-bolt in which to pass your 
sling end to remain fully mobile.

Maintenance, inspection
Equipment greased for life, all moving parts must be free to 
move at all times, the �xing bolt must run true, the thread in 
good condition ; If any part become misshapen or twisted, or 
the �xing bolt « jumps » on screwing in, this will have been 
caused by previous incorrect use. 
In addition to checking for good working order each time, for 
hand mounting, the part must be inspected at least once a year. 
Usually you can get a replacement �xing bolt if it is damaged.

General recommendations for use
- Before every lifting operation, check :

- that the �xing bolt is locked,
- that the suspension face is �rmly against the 

load,
- that all moving parts move freely,
- that the shackle is pointing in the direction of lift, and that 

the general arrangement of the slings is correct.
- When lifting large, heavy or bulky loads, you are recommended 

to seek expert advice.
- Apply all normal safety rules when lifting heavy loads ; never 

walk underneath a suspended load, do not allow people into 
the area of the lift while the operation is taking place ; avoid 
knocks, jolts and vibrations.

Important reminder: use with the pin locked and external 
parts mobile in all directions!
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Головка,    Ø     Высота,       * Макс. 
грузоподъем
ность, даН

Нм
    мм        мм       мм мм 
M 36 54 36 54 9600 600
M 30 45 30 45 6600 420
M 24 36 24 36 4100 200
M 20 30 20 30 2800 150
* Минимальная рабочая длина резьбы

Справочная таблица для подбора болтов под 
торцевой ключ DIN 912-12.9

Safety Hoist Rings
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Класс > 8CE

Центральный страховочный хомут для размещения на прессе

Дистрибьютер DME в России  ООО "Система"   +7 (495) 199-14-51   www.system.com.ru
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